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About This Game

This is the hardest, most challenging, horror puzzle game you will ever play.

30+ hours of sanity-testing puzzles over the course of 10 horror filled levels.

You are Kaetheran, an extremely powerful psionicist with a flair for cyberpunk style. You have awoken in a dank sewer without
your mind powers.

You must figure out how to escape the sewer without losing your life while the blood witch Annalinnia tries to make you insane.

Slowly regain your powers while you avoid tricks, traps, and terrifying sounds as your make your way to freedom.

Kaet Must Die! is a first person horror puzzle suspense game that pits you up against the clock in horror filled sewers and
mountain murder mazes. You must search for clues to reach the next levels in order to escape.

Each level is filled with heart-pounding excitement as you race to discover the way out before the lights go out, your sanity is
gone, and Annalinnia, the Blood Witch, comes for you!
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Had one last dollar left on my steam gift card and decided to buy this.

A little bit surprised this game made it on steam as even compared to free flash games, it really isn't very good. The game is
repetitive and really rather silly.

I can imagine some people might try to get epic scores like you see in the trailer but I can imagine those people have a lot of
free time and (hopefully) very few real life responsibilites. But no I can't really recommend it for most people. I probably had
more fun writing this review than playing this game.

It does have some positives though, the pixel art is charming and the audio sfx is ok too.

This is clearly a one man development team behind this and considering that, it is not too bad... thing is even for a one man
team, I can't imagine this took very long.

. 9\/10
Wow! What a great VR experience. THis is a must have. The atmosphere and art are fantastic.
Downsides: no lockon feature makes combat feel clumsy. Also, this game will take less than two hours to complete.
DEVS: Lets have an Odysseus game next: longer, with more attention to combat and just the same focus on beautiful set pieces..
Dirt Rally was a great game, Dirt Rally 2.0 is a better one.

This is a niche genre of games most developers aren't interested in making. Even the official WRC developers don't bother
making their games any good. If you are someone who enjoys rally games, and wants to see them continue to be produced in
future, you should support the people making the effort to do so. This game has been made with passion and attention to detail
and the complaints people have had have been listened to, and acted on.

There are a few people on here giving a negative review despite not only continuing to play the game, but playing hundreds of
hours of it. They are having a good time, and if you allow their dishonest reviews to dissuade you from buying the game, you are
allowing them to cheat you out of that same good experience.

Other people gave a negative review based on minor inconveniences like an online connection requirement, claiming you lose all
progress if there is a connection issue. That's not true. There were some stability issues at launch (which I'm sure you know is
pretty normal) and they are very rare now. In the unlikely event that an issue does occur, you don't lose any cars, you don't lose
any in game cash, or upgrades to cars or your team, all that happens is you need to start your current career season (which is
comprised of 6 events) over again, and you will still be at the same difficulty rank you were at. Obviously that's not ideal, but it's
not the end of the world either. Maybe it's a deal breaker for you, but at least you can make an informed decision now. For
reference, in 500 hours of game time it has happened to me once near the start, and not recently.

Some people didn't like the force feedback, some say it only has center spring, which is ludicrous. If that is the case for anyone,
they have another issue that is keeping them from experiencing the force feedback of the game, because when it's working, as it
always has for me, it's better than Dirt Rally force feedback. However, it was missing some road vibration that some people
wanted to feel and has since been updated to include it, so hopefully those people will update their reviews, but they have
probably moved on, and you are left making a decision based on old information.

Since the physics are updated, a lot of people requested that old locations be remastered and included in this game. Some people
don't like that idea, and certainly would have complained if these locations were reused in the base game, so they are optional
DLC content. If you don't want them, you don't need to buy them. I personally wanted them and have found them to be a big
improvement. This is also presumably why Sweden wasn't included in the base game. It's the traditional snow rally, but its
inclusion in the base game would have meant people were paying for a remastered event. It's available now as a standalone DLC
for people that want a snow rally.
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If any of these issues are enough to put you off buying the game, that's your choice, but I love this game and I don't think the
current reviews accurately reflect how good it is. I also want to support and encourage rally game development, because I don't
want to go back to another 15 years of modded Richard Burns Rally. It was amazing in its time but this is better.

. If I wanted to play Dungeon Master, I'd play Dungeon Master (got it as part of a bundle, nuff said).. If you like exploring eerie,
decayed, abandon environments then you will enjoy this overlooked game. You could take 1,000 screenshots in Lethe. The
lighting (true darkness), particle effects and level design combine to make an atmospheric and memorable world.

Lethe is the sort of game to play with good headphones on in a dark room in the wee hours. Maybe there's bad weather outside
and maybe you've had a few. There's light puzzle solving and some run & hide from creeps. No combat as you have no weapons.
It's mostly contemplative, immersive exploring.

This is a top quality debut release from a new indie studio. They are working on Lethe 2 (prequel). I look forward to playing it
someday.. D I S L I K E. This is technically an "early access" review, because I got to try this game before it came out when I
went to an arcade\/pinball\/retro gaming convention, right off the bat I talked about how I felt like I was in the 80's when i tried
the game on an actual cartridge.

The game's ost is interesting and deffinately gives off that catchy\/classic retro kind of creepy feel that you'd expect from horror
style games during the NES era and the art style reminds me strongly of Double Dragon and River City Ransom on the NES, but
the question remains, is this game a good game?

The game is an interesting game and deffinately lives up to "Nintendo hard" in terms of how tough old school games were, with
basic gameplay (go to the right, just like a beat em up) but with platforming elements and difficult placements similar to Mega
Man

However, where the game's problems are can be "located" if you will, with no ability to use passwords if you run out of
contiunues or a file to save (although the game may be trying this to capture NES nostalgia, it can feel like a chore if your
required to play througout the game in one run, especially with no way of getting back to where you were if you run out of
continues) and some of the bosses (to my knowledge) take no effort to beat, for example you fight bigfoot on level 2, all I had to
do after losing 1 life was stand on a tree stump without moving and beat that boss fight easy

Overall, the game is a nice game and deffinately feels like an old NES game and its nice to know that new games are being
made these days for old consoles, however, I feel as though (unless this game gets patched) that due to it trying to hard to
"match" the NES, it might actually turn off some people from trying the game, I would get the game if its at a discount or on a
physical cartridge, but be ready for a challenge and be aware that the game can be slightly unfair. This game is okay plus the 5k
achievements is okay but I would never buy this game alone and this math game isn't that hard. This is okay for kids first
learning about math.. Best Sierra Citybuilder. Looks good, but, couldnt stay in the game for more than 20 seconds due to motion
sickness.
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I think it is a fun, and addicting game.

Pro's:
It's hard
It's free
It's fun to play
Fitting graphics
There are more updates coming

Cons:
Controls
Upgrades for the character would be nice
More guns?. Do not ever ♥♥♥♥ing play this game unless you are literally on the verge of suicide and need fake virtual friends..
Man, I love this game! I remember playing Popeye on my friend's old Atari... Or maybe it was the Colecovision? Okay, I don't
really remember the game all that well but I remember loving it.

What's not to love? You've got gators chasing you wanting to eat you, mysterious garage of wonders and old motherboards, and
50s style comics on a nearby table. It's a fun three-level game with an ever-increasing difficulty and an ending nobody has seen
yet. That's right, you can be the first to see a kill-screen ending before EVERYONE ELSE. You'll get street cred. If you have to
choose between 1 game featuring gators this year and you don't want to play Bayou Billy for the billionth time, get this game.

If this game has any problems is that the first level can be somewhat difficult for beginners. And I had a few other gripes, but
with the game's newest patches a lot of the problems have been fixed. It's a game that's easy to pick up, difficult to master, and
very fun and goofy.

Tl;dr version:

Gators. That is all. 19.45\/10. Out of the ten minutes I played the game, I would say I spent maybe two minutes outside loading
screens \u2014 and that's me being generous. Had to force a shutdown during the second loading screen I encountered because
the scene was taking ridiculously long to load. A real bummer, since from what little I could play the game looks good and I'm
quite intrigued by the story, but with how long the loading times are as of now, I find the game unplayable as it is currently..
Awesome This Game!
- Beautiful Graphics!
- 10/10.. This game is my favorite game of all time, and I judge games harshly! I legitimately care for these characters, and no
other game can do that. I know I have a low play time but I only do true pacifist and I don't reset. I've already played it through
on PS4, PC, and the Switch. I really don't know what to say about this game, I just can't put into words how awesome and
amazing this game is.. My Personal Review: Thronebreaker: The Witcher Tales (2018)

My Personal Rating: 8.3\/10

Short Review (Much Less Details):

Thronebreaker: The Witcher Tales is for people who absolutely loved the Gwent from the Standalone and from the main games.
Although you need to kind of adjust with it's new more polished and complex system of the card game. And some of the
Puzzles may be too difficult. Once you learn to play it. It becomes really satisfying, The Story and the Writing and the
encounters and choices consequences is great in my opinion especially for a card game, The Art and Narrative is very unique as
well.

I recommend this game for people who loved playing Gwent from the previous main game Witcher 3 and for someone who has
read the books too. Especially when Queen Meve of Lyria and Rivia is the main protagonist of this game.

The one Queen who Knighted the famous Witcher Geralt of Rivia after the Battle of the Bridge in Yaruga. Cousin of the Queen
Calanthe of Cintra who is the Grand Mother of famous Cirilla Fiona Elen Riannon..

Long Review (More Details):
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I really liked the art style and the narrative of this game. It's very unique. The story and the characters the soundtrack and the
immersion it's good enough as well. I really like the main protagonist of this game. Queen Meve of Rivia and Lyria personally
before mainly because of her appearance on the books at Battle of the Bridge in Yaruga.

This game made me like her even more. Because i finally had access to her story written by CDPR, compared to the books
where she had only very few appearance but a very good one though. Could be different to you but that's my opinion about the
main protagonist of this game.

So, now for the gameplay itself. First off the Gwent on this game is not exactly the same from the previous main games. It's
more detailed and complex with more card perks that affects the match overall. Which kind of makes the Gwent Battles kind of
unbalanced, sometimes you being overpowered and sometimes the enemies having more card perks that makes them much more
powerful than you. But once you learned to play along with it. It's really becomes satisfying to play especially with more
narrative from certain characters that speaks while you are in gwent match.

However, i personally don't like the side puzzles with only 1 rule to win gwent matches of this game. Because it's just too
difficult to solve it in my opinion. I always ending up searching the internet or just completely ignoring them. And some boss
battles kind of has that "1 Puzzle Rule to Win the Game" too that makes it very difficult to defeat. Like the 1st boss battle and
the Yaruga Monster boss battle and the last boss battle. Could be different scenario compared to others though.

Also, other than the Gwent and the Puzzles you might not like the way the protagonist just moves on the map and pick up golds,
woods, etc too. Because frankly that's what you will mainly do on this game aside from Gwent. But while you are doing that
there are some NPC's and unique encounters with dialogues and story behind them that are interesting in the world itself while
you are doing those.

So, that kind of makes it really decent for me because some of them are really interesting enough for me to think about my
actions that has consequences in the end. This is a supposed to be only Card Game after all and having that here is a good thing
so i liked it enough.

After all this is not even a AAA game.

Pros:

- Narrative Feels Like a Book Story Which i Absolutely Liked Mostly From This Game
- Good Gameplay
- Interesting Encounters with Narratives and Decision Consequences
- Interesting Story
- Good Writing
- Great Character Development

Cons

- Most of the Puzzles is too Difficult to Solve
- Some Boss Battles Are too Difficult to Defeat
- Might Not Be For Everyone Kind of Game Even For Some People Who Loved Gwent From the Previous Main Games
- Still Might Not Be For People Who Despises and Dislikes the Gwent From Main Games and
 the Standalone Gwent Game.
- You Need to Learn and Adjust For This Game to Fully Learn to Play it Well.

Rating On Each Aspect

- Story: 8\/10
- Gameplay: 7.5\/10
- Atmosphere: 8\/10
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- Soundtrack: 8\/10
- Voice Acting: 9\/10
- World: 8.5\/10
- Dialogue: 8.5\/10
- Content: 7\/10
- Value: 7.5\/10. I hope they bring shellshock nam 67 to steam.this game is pretty good.i wish people still played multiplayer.. to
many bugs and not fun to play.its to boring.u will have fun 1h when u make new pizza designs and thats it.dont buy it
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